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Ten years . . . that is a long time in the benefits world. Back in June 2008, GPA and ELAP Services implemented the first Metric-Based Pricing
program for Bill Miller Bar-B-Q. Less than one year later Barbara Newman at Bill Miller Bar-B-Q reported their healthcare cost dropped by
more than 40%. She stated “Our method uses benchmarks to set parameters upon which medical claims are paid. We feel this approach is
much more in line with common sense, typical American business practices and our fiduciary duty.” Bill Miller Bar-B-Q is still a GPA Cost Plus®
client today—over 10 years later.
GPA and ELAP Services used this template as the basis for the GPA Cost Plus® Metric-Based Pricing program that is now over
10 years old. In that time over 550 Employers have elected to participate in the GPA Cost Plus® program and combined they have
saved over $2 BILLION. That’s over 450,000 audits performed on providers in all 50 States. No other entity can come anywhere
close to matching that success. And, the exceptional savings for clients continues.
The results are even more astounding when you consider the many service areas ELAP Services has impacted. The discounts achieved on
Dialysis have consistently exceeded 90% savings on a gross basis. Emergency Rooms and Ambulatory Surgical Centers consistently realize
savings well over 80%, demonstrating how high the mark-up is with these service areas.
ELAP Services uses a dynamic formula to provide defensible MetricBased Pricing and our studies have shown that Medicare is the best
pricing mechanism only about 50% of the time.

GROSS COST PLUS SAVINGS
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Furthermore, the ELAP Service activity over the last couple of years
with Ambulance Service has resulted in savings over 70% per trip.
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The trend over the years is also improving. The average In-Patient
Facility billed charge has increased an average of 3.9% each year
whereas the average Cost Plus reimbursement has only increased
1.4% per year. This is an improved savings of 5% each year! On
an Out-Patient Facility basis (including ER which was not broken out
separately until recently) the average billed charge has increased
1.0% per year while the average Cost Plus reimbursement has
actually decreased 0.2% each year.
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One does not achieve these consistent results without the influence
of supporting programs. GPA Nurse Navigator and ELAP Services’
support initiatives for members and clients have been instrumental in
both taking care of the patient, as well as coordinating high quality
care with limited balance bill issues.
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H O W I S G PA C O S T P L U S ® P E R F O R M I N G ?
In the early years of GPA Cost Plus® a couple of studies were able to confirm the success of the program. These studies showed savings in
excess of 25% for clients moving to GPA Cost Plus® and a lower trend with renewals.
This summer we performed an in depth analysis of the data over the last four years to compare to the significant savings results provided from
early GPA Cost Plus® studies. This analysis reviewed every Cost Plus audit (over 300,000) and stratified the claims by location, provider, and
medical condition.
Given the steady growth of audits across the Nation, the study proved that GPA Cost Plus® has similar results regardless of Metropolitan
Service Area or Provider organization. Certain providers may have a higher propensity to balance bill, but the net savings is consistent regardless
of location or provider-type.
Results for the actual treatment conditions did vary slightly, but overall the program is successful regardless of the clinical condition. For example
the average NET (after ELAP fees) savings off of billed charge was:
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The overall NET savings, including traditional audits, single patient negotiations,
client direct contracts and the recent addition of Imagine Health resulted in an
average total savings of 64.3%. This is compared to an average discount on our PPO
block of 53% for facility service. The savings delta of GPA’s Block of Business for
GPA Cost Plus® is 21% better than a traditional PPO program.
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T H E I M PA C T O F G PA C O S T P L U S ® O N N E W B U S I N E S S
In The Phenomenon of Cost Plus: Part I & II we were able to show the impact of moving from a traditional PPO program to GPA Cost Plus®. The
two studies showed a 33% decrease and a 38% decrease in average PEPM claim expense in the first year with Cost Plus. The results further
showed that 93% of the clients realized a reduction in their PEPM expense by moving to GPA Cost Plus®, without even considering basic trend.
For the 2019 Case Study, we evaluated over 200 new clients that moved to GPA Cost Plus® during the period from 2015 – 2018. Each of
these clients had to have at least one year of actuarial credible claim experience or premium history, as well as one year of claim experience
with GPA.

INDIVIDUAL CLIENT RESULTS

The 4-year Study showed
that 94% of the clients
realized a lower PEPM
claim expense in their
first year with GPA Cost
Plus®, as compared to their
PEPM claim cost with their
prior insurance carrier/
administrator.

Figure 2
In addition, the Study found that 77% of the clients achieved a PEPM claim expense reduction of greater than 10% over their previous year,
with an average of 26.5% reduction in average PEPM claim expense. One client even saw their claim expense decrease by almost 80%.
This is a REAL DOLLAR reduction in cost for these clients, not a theoretical savings improvement off of billed charges. Further, the results
do not take into consideration the impact of trend and the results are after payment of any applicable ELAP fees. Traditional PPO plans show
“savings” as an improvement off of billed charge and do not account for their fees. So the actual delta in savings is even larger than reported.

PEPM CLAIM SAVINGS WITH GPA COST PLUS ®
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Figure 3
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T H E I M PA C T O F G PA C O S T P L U S ® O N N E W B U S I N E S S
BY P R I O R F U N D I N G T Y P E
There is a distinct difference in results depending upon the client’s prior insurance program. All of the clients analyzed transitioned to GPA Cost
Plus® from a PPO arrangement. The actual average claim cost for clients already on a self-funded platform was utilized, net of stop loss claims,
whereas 70% of premium was used for clients that were on a fully insured basis. Over the 4-year period, 32% of the new GPA Cost Plus®
clients previously were fully insured.

PEPM COST PLUS RESULTS

The average savings in 1st
year claim expense on a
PEPM basis from the prior
carrier experience was
26.5%. But the average
savings for clients moving
from Fully Insured was
34.4%.
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Figure 4
Looking at the GPA block of business data further over the last 10 years, the average claim expense per member on our PPO block has
increased an average of 7.2% per year. For the GPA block of business on GPA Cost Plus® the average cost per member shows a claim cost
trend of 4.8%. With Medicare trend at just over 3% per annum, this means GPA Cost Plus® has a 50% lower trend than traditional PPO plans.

T H E I M PA C T O F G PA C O S T P L U S ® O N S T O P L O S S
The study further compared our GPA Cost Plus® block of
business client results to our PPO block of business client
results as it related to Stop Loss pricing at renewal. The
difference was dramatic.

COST PLUS VS PPO IMPACT ON
STOP LOSS FACTORS

$198.58

The Specific Stop Loss average
PEPM factor was 42% lower for
GPA Cost Plus® clients and the
average Aggregate Stop Loss
Attachment Point was 14% lower
for GPA Cost Plus® clients (based
on an average Specific threshold
of $90,000).
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Figure 5
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Not only was the pricing of Stop Loss significantly better with GPA Cost Plus®, the average renewal rate change and the impact of lasers were
greatly improved. Looking at three renewal cycles the results showed:
• GPA Cost Plus® Specific Stop Loss Premium increased an AVERAGE of 3.7% at the first renewal, with 30% of clients receiving either
a rate decrease or a rate pass, as compared to 14.5% for PPO
• The Aggregate Attachment Point averaged about a 4.6% increase at the first renewal
• For the few clients that accepted a Laser at the renewal, the laser for GPA Cost Plus® program was approximately $60,000 lower
than the lasers on PPO plans for comparable conditions
When taken into consideration with Stop Loss leveraged trend of 12% up to 24%, the results are indeed phenomenal.

O V E R T E N Y E A R S O F. . .

Substantial savings
for clients

Great program
support for clients

Stop Loss carriers
avoiding the big
claims

Results other “Copy
Cats” cannot hope to
emulate

Here is to the next ten years, and beyond . . .
GPA Cost Plus ® and ELAP Services—the Leaders in Metric-Based Pricing.

Visit our website to learn more.
www.gpatpa.com
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